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Abstract: Limestone is commonly used in cement concrete due to its unique nature and type. It has
physical effects (nucleation effect and dilution effect) and chemical effects on the hydration process of
cement. This paper reviews the effects of three representative limestone materials on the hydration
process, hydration products, and hydration kinetics. In the hydration process, the reaction was
delayed by limestone powder with a particle size larger than 20 µm and calcium carbonate whiskers
due to their dilutive effect. On the other hand, limestone powder with a particle size smaller than
20 m and calcium carbonate nanoparticles facilitated the reaction through nucleation and chemical
effects. Limestone has a similar effect on hydration products, promoting the production of C-S-H
through nucleation. The mechanism of action for this nucleation effect depends on the differences
in crystalline form and particle size of the three types of micro- and nano-calcium. Chemical effects
impact the amount of AFt produced, with the generation of new products being the main reaction
influenced by the limestone admixture.

Keywords: cement hydration; calcium whisker; limestone powder; nano-calcium carbonate

1. Introduction

Concrete is the most widely used building material globally due to the easy avail-
ability of raw materials and low cost. However, the production of cement emits signif-
icant amounts of CO2 and consumes large amounts of energy, which is harmful to the
environment [1,2]. Therefore, researchers aim to decrease carbon emissions and energy
consumption in cement production by reducing the amount of cement used in concrete [3,4].
To reduce the amount of cement used, supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) are
commonly employed as an alternative to cement, with fly ash being the most common
admixture [5–7], silica fume [8], slag [9–11], rock dust [12,13], limestone [14–17], and et al.
These SCMs can also enhance various properties of concrete [18]. Limestone is a calcium
carbonate sedimentary rock with calcite as its principal component. Calcium carbonate
is a compound that includes chalcopyrite, aragonite, and calcite [19]. Among the various
forms of calcium carbonate (CaCO3), calcite is the most stable at room temperature and
pressure. Its crystal system is tripartite, its space group is R3c, and its most stable cleavage
surface is (1014) [20,21]. This cleavage surface is particularly prevalent in geological envi-
ronments and can be exploited in the production of cement clinkers [22]. Aragonite is a
high-pressure phase of calcium carbonate crystals that exhibits an orthorhombic crystal
system with a space group of Pmcn and a most stable cleavage surface of (001) [21]. It is
usually widely distributed as a component of the shells of marine organisms. Depending on
the differences in their size [23,24], crystalline shape [25,26], and morphology [27,28], they
can play different roles in concrete, such as aggregates [29], fillers [30], and microfibers [31].
Numerous studies have shown that the addition of limestone improves various properties
of concrete [14,32]. When used as an aggregate, it can effectively improve the compressive
and splitting tensile strength of concrete [33,34], and when used as a filler, it can effectively
improve the compactness of the matrix and enhance the performance of concrete [35],
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including compressive strength and durability [10,36]. Calcium carbonate whiskers (CWs),
like other microfibers, can prevent the expansion of microscopic cracks [37,38]. Limestone
particles smaller than 1 mm can form a ternary system with other materials that have
volcanic ash activity (such as fly ash), which contributes to the hydration reaction of the
cement [39]. This, in turn, improves the mechanical properties and microstructure of the
concrete [40].

Numerous studies have been conducted to explain the mechanisms by which lime-
stone affects cement hydration. The possible mechanisms that are widely accepted include
dilution, nucleation, and chemical action [41]. Dilutive effects are caused by the addition
of admixtures, which increase the interparticle distance and dilute the concentration of
cement in a certain area. This results in a slower rate of hydration in that area [42]. The
nucleation effect refers to the fact that the limestone surface is more likely to provide
nucleation sites, attract free Ca2+ for nucleation and growth, and facilitate the production
of hydration products [20,43,44]. Chemical effects mean that calcium carbonate can react
with C3A to form monocarbonaluminate and monocarbonaluminate (Hc/Mc) and par-
ticipate in the hydration reaction [17]. The three types of action described above work
together in the limestone–cement system to determine the role of calcium carbonate in the
hydration process.

Numerous studies have investigated the impact of calcium carbonate on the hydration
process and products. This paper reviews the role and factors influencing the hydration
reaction and products of cement by limestone with different morphologies, particle sizes,
and crystal types. Additionally, the literature summary presents some expectations for
future research. There are still many deficiencies in the studies on the role of micro- and
nano-calcium in the hydration of cement. Few studies have investigated the influence of
CWs on the phase composition and morphology of the products during the hydration pro-
cess. There are no systematic studies on the quantitative characterization of the influencing
factors of micro- and nano-limestone in the hydration process.

As micro- and nano-calcium are micro-active dopants, the additional nucleation area
provided by them is not quantitatively characterized in relation to the enhancement of
nucleation rate, which also leads to the lack of accurate quantitative representation of the
role of micro- and nano-limestone in the hydration kinetics. The role of calcium carbonate
whiskers in hydration kinetics and product morphology has not been specifically analyzed
and concluded, and can be studied in more depth in future research.

2. Influence Mechanism

Limestone affects the hydration process of cement through dilution, nucleation, and
chemical effects. These effects are often interdependent in hydration reactions, and the
factors influencing them are complex. This section discusses the modes of action and
influencing factors of these effects.

2.1. Dilution Effect

The dilutive effect is widespread in mineral admixtures [42,45]. The addition of
mineral admixtures typically results in a reduction in cement content, which dilutes the
silicate cement content in certain areas [30,42]. This increases the space available for the
formation of hydration products, leading to a decrease in the supersaturation of the pore
solution required for C-S-H generation [46]. As a result, the cement is more readily hydrated
under the influence of the dilutive effect [30]. However, the dilutive effect results in a less
compact cement matrix due to the need for higher pore solution supersaturation during
hydration in smaller-diameter pores [30,47]. The dilutive effect is solely physical and is
influenced primarily by particle size and dosage [32]. Increasing the dosage and particle
size enhances the dilutive effect [32,48], as shown in Figure 1. When the average particle
size of limestone is larger than that of the cement clinker, the hydration rate is drastically
reduced, in which case the dilutive effect does not promote the early hydration reaction [32].
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This suggests that C-S-H tends to nucleate on the surface of C3S only when the SI is lower 
than 0.04 [50,52]. When the water–cement ratio is between 0.35 and 0.5, the pH range of 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the dilutive effects for the different blended systems; numbers 1–8
represent the number of cement clinker particles in a fixed area. Orange represents limestone, purple
represents calcium carbonate nanoparticles, and blue represents calcium carbonate whiskers. (a) Cement;
(b) Cement–limestone; (c) Cement–nano-limestone; (d) Cement–carbonate calcium whisker.

2.2. Nucleation Effect

The impact of nucleation on the hydration reaction is typically facilitated in two ways.
Firstly, calcite (1014) has a surface atomic arrangement similar to that of C-S-H, which
enables it to adsorb Ca2+ and allow C-S-H to nucleate and grow on its surface [49,50].
Secondly, limestone promotes nucleation by dissolving Ca2+ so that C-S-H reaches the
required degree of supersaturation for nucleation [32,51]. The addition of calcite enhances
the dissolution of alite, which, in turn, promotes the nucleation of C-S-H [32,41]. The
two approaches described above work together in the hydration reaction. Calcite promotes
C-S-H nucleation, as demonstrated by the calculation of its saturation index. The saturation
index of C3S is lower than 0.04, while the saturation index of calcite is ≥0.25. This suggests
that C-S-H tends to nucleate on the surface of C3S only when the SI is lower than 0.04 [50,52].
When the water–cement ratio is between 0.35 and 0.5, the pH range of the pore solution
makes C-S-H more likely to undergo heterogeneous nucleation [50,52,53] rather than
secondary nucleation on C-S-H or C3S surfaces [50]. Therefore, during the experimental
process, C-S-H shows a preference for heterogeneous nucleation on the calcite surface.
When C-S-H nucleates heterogeneously on the calcite surface, the required degree of
supersaturation for C-S-H nucleation is reduced, shortening the induction period [51,54].
Additionally, the presence of limestone provides a larger heterogeneous nucleation surface
for the hydrated products, facilitating their nucleation and growth [51].

The nucleation effect mechanism suggests that the crystalline form of limestone is
the primary factor affecting the nucleation effect. The calcium ions of calcite are in the
same surface area as the oxygen ions atoms, so that the arrangement of both types of atoms
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can be observed simultaneously in the (1014) solvation surface, as shown in Figure 2a,b.
Calcite has a similar atomic arrangement to that of C-S-H and, therefore, has a more
pronounced nucleation [55]. On the other hand, the calcium ions of aragonite are not in
the same plane as the oxygen ions, so only the calcium ion arrangement can be observed
on the (001) solvation surface and the oxygen ion arrangement cannot be observed, and,
therefore, aragonite does not have a specific facilitating effect on C-S-H nucleation [21].
The pseudo-hexagonal pattern in Figure 2d is inconsistent with all the patterns in calcite,
which also leads to the very different crystal properties of aragonite and calcite. However,
mineral admixtures, such as aragonite, can still facilitate C-S-H nucleation by providing a
larger area for hydration product nucleation [56]. In addition to the differences in crystal
structure, the amount of limestone doping also affects the nucleation effect. As the amount
of limestone doping increases, the nucleation density of C-S-H increases while the size of
C-S-H decreases, as shown in Figure 3. Additionally, the amount of C-S-H generated also
increases with the increase in doping [49,54].
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Figure 2. Comparison of atomically resolved and Fourier-transformed images of calcite cleavage
(1014) and aragonite (001) faces. On the calcite cleavage plane, (a) there is a latticed calcium layer
and (b) a zigzag oxygen pattern, and (c) the calcium layer was only observed on the (001) face of
aragonite [21], (d) oxygen pattern iobserved on the (1014) face of aragonite.
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Figure 3. Surface of the calcite particle after the C-S-H growth experiment [49]. (a) 0.5 g of calcite;
(b) 10 g of calcite.
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2.3. Chemical Effect

In systems containing limestone, which is slightly soluble in water [57], excessive
tricalcium aluminate (C3A) can react with it to form hemicarbonaluminate (Hc) and mono-
carbonaluminate (Mc) [17]. The specific reactions are illustrated in Equations (1)–(3) [58].

C3A + CC + 11H → C4ACH11 (1)

C3A + 0.5CC + 0.5CH + 11.5H → C4ACH0.512 (2)

C3A + CaCO3 → Mc/Hc (mono/hemicarboaluminate) (3)

Equation (1) shows that the generation of Hc can consume calcium hydroxide and
promote the hydration reaction by reducing the amount of hydration products. Addi-
tionally, the presence of limestone allows excessive C3A to participate in the reaction to
produce Hc and Mc, which prevents the conversion of ettringite (Aft) to AFm and stabilizes
Aft [32]. The limited improvement of limestone’s reaction to C3A during the later stages of
the hydration process [32] is primarily due to the fact that the majority of the C3A in pure
cement undergoes hydration. The chemical reaction is affected by two main factors: the
amount of limestone and C3A in the system and the reaction kinetics [39]. The chemical
reactions are minimally affected by the properties of the limestone itself, and differences in
crystal type and particle size do not have a major effect on the chemical effects [26,32,55].
The aluminum phase content in the system is typically increased using mineral admixtures
that are rich in alumina and blended with limestone. This promotes chemical effects [58,59].
The inclusion of the aluminum phase from the mineral admixtures resulted in a significant
increase in the production of AFt. Additionally, the production of Mc also increased [30],
as illustrated in Figure 4.
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2.4. Discussion

The impact of the three types of limestone on hydration products was comparable.
Nucleation effects promoted the production of C-S-H, while chemical effects influenced
the amount of AFt and the production of new products. Although limestone powder
and nano-calcium carbonate have similar effects on hydration products, the difference in
particle size between the two leads to a difference in the mechanism of influence. The
particle size of limestone powder is similar to that of C3S. As a result, C-S-H attaches to its
surface and grows vertically. This promotes the dissolution of C3S and the nucleation of
C-S-H. In contrast, nano-calcium carbonates are much smaller than C3S particles. Therefore,
they can contribute to the secondary nucleation of C-S-H by adhering to the surface of C3S
and C-S-H, which also results in C-S-H usually having a higher density in the systems
containing nano-calcium carbonate.
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3. Influence of Limestone on Hydration Reactions

Limestone with a particle size below 1 mm generally plays a diluting, nucleating, and
chemical role in the cement hydration process [59,60]. Dilution usually slows down the
hydration rate and delays the exothermic hydration starting [26,32]. The nucleation effect
usually results in an increase in the hydration rate with an increase in the peak exothermic
value of hydration [16,61,62].

3.1. Limestone Powder (LP)

Limestone powder (LP) typically has a particle size between 10 and 100 µm, which
is smaller than the average particle size of a cement clinker [16]. LP can, therefore, affect
the hydration reaction through physical and chemical effects. Table 1 presents a review of
the impact of varying sizes of limestone powder (LP) on the cumulative heat release, peak
hydration heat release, and peak occurrence time.

Table 1. Exothermic changes in hydration.

Reference W/C Particle Size Dosage Cumulative
Heat Release Peak Heat of Hydration Appearance Time

[16] 0.5 10–100 µm

5 wt% Reduced by 6% - About 0.6 h ahead
of schedule

15 wt% Reduced by 18% - About 0.8 h ahead
of schedule

25 wt% Reduced by 17% - About 1.1 h ahead
of schedule

[45] 0.4

6.5 µm

10, 20, 30, 40, 50 wt%

85% increase at 30 wt% About 28%
improvement at 30 wt%

About 2.5 h ahead
of time

3.5 µm 71% increase at 30 wt%
About 30%

improvement at 30 wt%

About 3.5 h ahead
of schedule

9 µm Approx. 63%
improvement at 30 wt%

About 2.5 h ahead
of time

3 µm - About 5% improvement
at 10% dosing

15 µm - Improvement of
about 1% at 10% dosing

Approximately 1%
ahead of schedule

[32] 0.4
2 µm

20 wt%
- Improvement of

about 11%
Approximately 13%
ahead of schedule

130 µm - Reduction of about 19% Delayed by about 16%

[63] 0.4 1–10 µm

25 wt% Improvement of
about 28%

Improvement of
about 32%

Approximately 19%
ahead of schedule

50 wt% Improvement of
about 19%

Improvement of
about 42%

Approximately 44%
ahead of schedule

Table 1 shows that dosage and particle size are the main factors influencing the
exothermic hydration in LP. For LP with a particle size below 20 µm, appropriate dop-
ing can increase the total amount of exothermic hydration, increase the peak rate of
exothermic hydration, and advance the time of peak exothermic hydration [7,45,64].
Aqel et al. [64] demonstrated that the heat of hydration increased with the addition of LP,
and this increase was inversely proportional to the particle size. The hydration reaction
was promoted by LP, resulting in a shorter induction time, mainly due to the nucleating
effect, leading to the second exothermic peak advancing [65,66]. However, for LP with
a particle size larger than 20 µm, the addition will significantly reduce the hydration
exotherm [16,26,32], and variations in the above results are mainly due to LP particle size
selection. Briki et al. [32] conducted a study on the effect of LPs with different finenesses
on early hydration. Results showed that the packing effect of LPs with a particle size of
2 µm compensates for the dilution effect, which is attributed to the fact that finer LPs
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increase the undersaturation of alite, which results in a faster dissolution rate of alite and
promotes the nucleation effect of C-S-H on the surface of LPs [41,52], leading to higher
exothermic hydration of alite.

After the dosage of LP exceeded 20 wt%, the peak rate of the exothermic rate of cement
hydration decreased, and the time of peak appearance was delayed [16,25,66], as shown in
Figure 5. This reduction in the exothermic rate of hydration was mainly due to the diluting
effects of LP [25,39]. Although LP provides more nucleation sites for C-S-H with increasing
doping, the addition of LP also increases the effective water–cement ratio [25]. This dilutive
effect outweighs the nucleation effect [32]. However, increasing the dosage also promotes
chemical effects and the production of Hc and Mc, which favors the formation of hydration
products [16].
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Figure 5. Hydration heat flow curve of the LP Portland cement (PC) binary system [16].

3.2. Calcium Carbonate Whiskers (CWs)

Calcium carbonate whiskers are typically fibrous, with diameters ranging from 0.5
to 2 µm and lengths from 20 to 30 µm [67]. The crystalline form of these whiskers is
usually aragonite, which can undergo a transformation to calcite at 450 ◦C [68,69]. Calcite
whiskers were obtained by Li et al. through high-temperature treatment of the CW.
The temperature was raised to 450 ◦C, kept for 2 h, and then cooled naturally [26]. For
the reaction peak of alite, the calcite CW accelerated the appearance time of its peak
and increased the intensity of the exothermic peak of the C3S reaction compared to
the aragonite CW. However, for the second exothermic peak, the peak intensities and
appearance times of the two were similar.

It has been demonstrated that, similar to larger LPs, the addition of CWs mainly
has a dilutive effect and reduces the exothermic heat of hydration. This suggests that
the length dimension of the CWs is the main factor controlling the variation of the heat
of hydration. Li et al. [26] used XRD to determine the chemical products, Hc and Mc,
as shown in Figure 6. The peak intensities of both were found to be essentially the
same, which is consistent with the results of the hydration exotherm. Therefore, it can
be concluded that crystallographic differences primarily affect the hydration reaction
through physical effects, which influence the nucleation of C-S-H on the CW surface. This
suggests that differences in crystallographic shape have minimal impact on the chemical
effects [26,30].
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3.3. Nano-Calcium Carbonate (NC)

The size of calcium carbonate nanoparticles typically ranges from 10 to 105 nm,
with irregular shapes and an average size of approximately 50 nm. The particles are
typically cubic or connected in agglomerated chains [24,70], and XRD test results indicate
that the primary constituent is calcite [24]. Currently, some researchers have chosen to
pass gaseous CO2 during the mixing process to produce calcium carbonate nanoparticles.
These are known as in situ grown calcium carbonate nanoparticles (in situ NC), and in
addition to solid-state calcium carbonate nanoparticles [71], they increase the density of
hydration products [72]. However, the addition of CO2 only slightly enhances cement
hydration exotherm, which suggests that in situ NC does not significantly affect hydration
exotherm [73]. This may be due to the fact that in situ NC generation occurs simultaneously
with the hydration reaction.

The addition of NC can dramatically increase the exothermic rate of hydration while
advancing the appearance of the alite reaction peak and shortening the induction pe-
riod [74]. NC has a high surface energy, which can promote ion migration by adsorbing
Ca2+ released from C3S dissolution and thus shorten the induction period [24,74,75]. The
incorporation of NC results in a reduction of approximately four hours in the dormant
period [75]. Additionally, NC can act as a nucleation site for C-S-H, promoting its growth
and playing a nucleation effect [74]. However, the high surface energy of NC makes it
prone to agglomeration in the cement matrix, which negatively affects the properties of
cementitious materials [9,76]. Differences in the mode of dispersion also led to changes in
the early hydration kinetics, with ultrasonically dispersed NC facilitating the hydration
reaction [77]. When NC is more uniformly dispersed, it can promote early hydration,
increase the hydration rate, and increase the degree of hydration (Doh) [78]. Currently, the
recommended dosage of NC in cementitious materials ranges from 1 wt% to 4 wt% [9,79].
Excessive NC dosage can result in agglomeration, preventing proper dispersion and leading
to lower exothermic values [61,75]. It has been demonstrated that ultrasonication-dispersed
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NC can enhance hydration by providing additional nucleation sites [80]. Furthermore, NC
can also have a chemical effect by dissolving CO3

2− to react with C3A [24]. Wu et al. [81]
also found that chemical effects can advance the second exothermic peak and increase the
exothermic values of hydration.

3.4. Comparison of the Effect of Different Calcium Carbonates on Hydration Reactions

Table 2 presents a detailed comparison of the primary functions of various forms and
grain sizes of limestone in the process of hydration. The presence of the nucleation effect in
limestone is widespread when the particle size is below 100 µm. The surface composition
of limestone is more similar to that of C-S-H gels [20,62] compared to quartz, making it
more susceptible to the adsorption of hydration products for nucleation [32]. Additionally,
the inclusion of limestone promotes the easier dissolution of C3S, which, in turn, enhances
hydration reactions [32]. The dilution effect typically occurs in LP and CWs when using
high dosages and large particle sizes. According to Ahmed et al. [30], the promotion of
the hydration reaction through filling and nucleation effects is offset by the dilution effect
when replacing more than 30wt% of the cement proportion. When the average particle size
of LP is larger than that of the cement clinker, its dilutive effect becomes more apparent in
the hydration reaction, resulting in a decrease in the rate of the reaction [32]. The atomic
arrangement of aragonite and calcite has a significant impact on the hydration reaction,
with the crystalline form of limestone also contributing to the hydration reaction, which is
mainly due to differences in the atomic arrangement of the two decisions. Calcite has a Ca
and O atom arrangement more similar to that of the C-S-H gel surface, which can attract
free Ca2+ to nucleate and grow and promote the generation of C-S-H [20,43,44]. The effect
of aragonite on the hydration reaction proceeds mainly through the dissolution of CO3

2−

for chemical reactions [26,55].

Table 2. Effect of micro- and nano-calcium carbonate on cement hydration.

Reference Type Particle Size Dosage (wt%) Mechanism of Action

Cao et al. [37] CW length 20–30 µm,
diameter 0.5–2 µm 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% nucleation effect

Ming et al. [82] CW length 20–30 µm 10% nucleation effect, chemical effect
Sato et al. [61] NC 50–120 nm 10%, 20% nucleation effect, chemical effect

Ouyang et al. [28] LP 9 µm 30% nucleation effect, dilutive effects
Aqel et al. [69] LP 17 µm,12 µm, 3 µm 5%, 10%, 15% dilutive effects
Berodier [83] LP 2 µm, 15 µm, 40% nucleation effect, dilutive effects

Zemei Wu et al. [81] NC 15–105 nm 1.6%, 3.2%, 4.8%, 6.4% nucleation effect

Li et al. [26]
aragonite CW length 20–30 µm,

diameter 0.5–2 µm
5%, 10% nucleation effect, chemical effect,

dilutive effectscalcite CW

4. Effect of Calcium Carbonate on Hydration Products

The effects of calcium carbonate on the hydration reaction alter the type and mor-
phology of the hydration products. The morphology of the hydration products has been
influenced by physical effects. Nucleation effects have promoted the generation of hydra-
tion products [32], while dilutive effects have negatively impacted the compactness of the
cement matrix [30]. Chemical effects generate Hc and Mc, which also grow in the cement
matrix, altering the microscopic morphology of the hydration products [32,84].

4.1. Limestone Powder (LP)

The addition of LP may impact the hydration products in terms of physical and
chemical effects. When the nucleation effect dominates, the production of C-S-H increases.
The addition of LP refines the hydration products [84,85], resulting in shorter and coarser
needles and rods of C-S-H [15]. In contrast, if the dilution effect dominates, the compactness
of the cement matrix decreases, leading to a significant reduction in C-S-H production [30].
In contrast to the C3S surface, C-S-H on the calcite surface exhibits oriented growth,
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as depicted in Figure 7. This growth is primarily attributed to the nucleation effect of
calcite [51]. Furthermore, the addition of LP reduces the production of CH, which gradually
decreases with increasing LP doping [35,86].
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Figure 7. The microstructure of C-S-H during the hydration of C3S and calcite powder [51]. (a) Growth
of C-S-H on calcite; (b) Growth of C-S-H on C3S.

The chemical effects of LP result in the production of Hc and Mc, which consume
excess C3A [32]. However, it should be noted that Hc is not always stable and can decrease
as the reaction age increases [16]. Additionally, the content of Hc can be stable when the
content of blended calcite-type LP is lower than 2–3 wt% [84]. Mc and Hc are generated
in the interfacial zone between the LP and the cement matrix, forming firmly consecutive
crystalline aggregates [84]. Furthermore, the chemical effects stabilize the presence of AFt
and prevent its conversion to AFm [30,87,88]. This is advantageous for the properties of
cementitious materials, as AFt has a higher strength and larger solid phase volume. To
stabilize AFt and promote chemical effects, researchers often elect to introduce alumina-rich
admixtures, such as metakaolin, fly ash, and calcined clay, to partially replace cement by
blending with LP [63,65,88]. In such ternary systems, the dilution effect is not obvious and,
in addition, since the generation of Hc and Mc requires the consumption of CH, it will
promote hydration reactions, thus increasing the hydration of the cement clinker [30] and
making the cement matrix denser.

The incorporation of LP into hydration products resulted in a decline in compressive
strength, which became more pronounced with an increase in LP dosage. The 28d compres-
sive strength of the PC-LP system was observed to be inferior to that of the control when
the LP dosage exceeded 20 wt% [14]. This phenomenon can be attributed to the dilution
effect of a high dosage of LP, which plays a dominant role in the dilution process [30,64].
When SCMs with volcanic ash activity are co-mingled with LP to participate in the hydra-
tion reaction, a small increase in the early compressive strength of this ternary system is
observed due to the synergistic effect of the nucleation surface provided by LP [7,11]. This
happens while the SCMs increase the activity of LP and enhance the hydration process [10].

4.2. Calcium Carbonate Whiskers (CWs)

CW bridges and deflects microcracks in the cement matrix, resulting in a denser
matrix [27,89]. Furthermore, the inclusion of the CW decreases the orientation index of CH,
indicating that it restricts the area available for CH crystal growth and improves the density
of the cement paste. When comparing the calcite CW with the aragonite CW, it can be
observed that the calcite CW has a rougher surface with more hydration products than the
surface of the aragonite CW [26], as shown in Figure 8. The CW also has chemical effects
and can react with C3A to produce Hc and Mc during hydration [26,55]. Additionally,
aragonite, which is more soluble than calcite [69], can dissolve more CO3

2− and participate
in the chemical reactions. The CW also has synergistic effects with alumina-rich materials.
It provides a calcium source for the volcanic ash reaction of fly ash, while fly ash also
provides aluminates for the chemical effects of the CW [82].
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The addition of the CW has a small effect on C-S-H generation, and due to its larger
volume, it mainly acts as a diluent and reduces the concentration of the cement clinker,
as the compressive strength decreases with increasing CW dosage [26,37,82]. The calcite
whiskers obtained after the treatment had the most obvious effect on compressive strength
improvement [26]. When the CW addition was 40 vol%, the strength was reduced by
about 18.65% [31]. A total of 10% of the CW can increase the 28d compressive strength of
mortar by 13%, effectively improving the physical and mechanical properties of mortar [90].
The CW is more often used with the rest of the fibers to prepare multi-scale hybrid fiber-
reinforced concrete (MHFRCC) [91]. The CW is more commonly used with other fibers in
the production of multi-fiber hybrid-reinforced concrete (MHFRCC) [38]. The commonly
used fibers include polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fibers [91,92], steel fibers (SFs), and hybrid
fibers (HFs) [93], and the combination of the CW and PVA fibers with steel fibers can
effectively improve the mechanical properties of MHFRCC under static loading and also
increase the compressive strength of the mortar [91,94]. For hybrid fibers, the CW has
good synergy with hybrid fibers of different lengths, and 10% of the CW can increase the
compressive strength by about 7% [93]. However, by adding 1% of the CW, 0.45% HF, and
0.36% SF, the compressive strength can be increased by 43% compared to PC [95].

4.3. Nano-Calcium Carbonate (NC)

The effect of NC on hydration products is similar to that of LP, which can stabilize the
presence of AFt by chemically generating Hc and Mc and consuming CH to promote the
hydration reaction to proceed [39]. At lower levels of NC agglomeration, NC promotes
early hydration reactions and the generation of C-S-H [78]. The addition of NC also affects
the growth of CH by decreasing the growth of CH{001} facets and accelerating the growth
of CH{101} facets, leading to a decrease in hexagonal plates and an increase in the amount
of prismatic CH [24]. On the other hand, the addition of NC increased the CO3

2− content
in the cement matrix, and the dissolution of CO3

2− could replace SO4
2− in AFt, forming a

crystal structure similar to that of AFt [24].
NC is connected to the hardened cement paste with a smaller interfacial transition

zone [9,96]. The nucleation of NC on the surface of C-S-H gels promotes the secondary
generation of C-S-H gels [97]. This also allows the twice-generated C-S-H gels to be cross-
coated with the hydration products of NC, resulting in the generation of ultra-high-density
C-S-H gels [24]. This reduces the percentage of low-density C-S-H gels and improves the
bulk density of the gels [98]. The effect is more pronounced in the early stages of cement
hydration [24,99].

The addition of NC improved the compressive strength as it promoted the formation
of ultra-high-density C-S-H gels [24]. With increasing dosage, the compressive strength
showed a tendency to increase and then decrease, and when the dosage was greater
than 4 wt%, the compressive strength of the NC cement system was lower than that of
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PC [76,80,100]. When the dosage of NC was 3.2 wt%, its effect on compressive strength was
most obvious [96,101], and it improved the strength growth rate by 1-3d [81,100]. Since
the effect of NC on strength was mainly expressed by the increase in C-S-H density, it
mainly changed the compressive strength in the pre-hydration period, and the compressive
strength was basically unchanged after 28d [81].

By comparing NC and LP, it is possible to observe the difference in the effect of
micron-sized limestone and nanosized limestone on hydration products, as illustrated
in Figure 9. For LP, the particle size is comparable to that of C3S. Therefore, C-S-H will
adhere to its surface and grow vertically until the C-S-H size reaches a critical length of
about 400 nm [51]. Because the surface of calcite is more prone to act as a nucleation site,
the density of C-S-H growth on the surface of C3S is lower, and the surface of C3S is not
fully covered by hydration products [49,51]. This makes it easier to dissolve. Compared
to systems without limestone, the rate of hydration reaction is faster. The effect of NC on
nucleation is mainly reflected in its ability to destroy the silicon-rich layer on the surface of
C3S while reducing the ionic concentration around the silicon-rich layer, thus shortening
the induction period and promoting the hydration reaction, and at the same time, it can also
adhere to the surface of C-S-H and promote the nucleation of C-S-H [24]. The addition of
NC typically results in the growth of more C-S-H on its surface, with nucleation occurring
on the C3S surface. This leads to the formation of denser C-S-H gels.
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4.4. Effect of Limestone on Durability

The primary component of limestone is calcium carbonate (CaCO3), which results in
limestone primarily influencing the sulfate resistance of cementitious materials [102]. Sulfate
reacts with the C-S-H gel produced by cement hydration to form products, such as calomel and
gypsum, in a humid environment in the presence of CO3

2−, leading to expansion and cracking
of cementitious materials [102,103]. Limestone provides carbonate ions for this process, and
thus the addition of LP generally has a detrimental effect on the resistance of cementitious
materials to sulfate attack [104]. When the LP dosage is increased to 15 wt%, it has a noticeable
effect on the durability of the cementitious materials [103]. The expansion rate was faster, and
the damage occurred earlier than in PC [103,104]. Low temperatures also result in a reduction
in the sulfate attack resistance, which is facilitated by a slight increase in CO2 at 0–5 ◦C, leading
to an increase in the CO3

2− content [36,103]. The sulfate attack resistance of the LP-PC system
can be effectively enhanced by the incorporation of the remaining SCMs [105]. Following
the addition of metakaolin, the concrete samples subjected to sulfate attack, and the overall
properties and apparent morphology exhibited significant improvements in comparison to
those of PC and LP-PC [106].

In addition, chloride ion permeability is an important index for evaluating the dura-
bility of cementitious materials. The increase in LP doping leads to a deterioration of the
chloride ion permeability of the cementitious materials [106]. Nevertheless, when chloride
ions and sulfate ions are present simultaneously, the presence of chloride ions reduces the
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extent of sulfate attack. The complication of the co-existence of Cl− and SO4
2− is mainly

found in seawater erosion. Furthermore, chloride ions penetrate deeper into the matrix
than sulfate ions [107]. In addition to chloride erosion, Nadelman et al. [108] investigated
the impact of limestone on the physical salt erosion induced by the addition of LP at higher
water–cement ratios (0.6). This resulted in the refinement of the pore structure and the
observation of more expansion cracking due to salt crystallization. In addition to salt attack,
the performance of cementitious materials under high-temperature conditions is also an
important index for evaluating their suitability for such conditions [39]. The incorporation
of NC and CWs can effectively improve the performance of cementitious materials after
high temperatures [109,110].

5. Numerical Modeling of Hydration

Numerical simulation can be used to explore the hydration process by calculating
the hydration reactions, determining the roles of each reactant in the process [111–114],
identifying the factors that control the transformation of each hydration process [115],
and understanding the mechanism by which external factors or admixtures influence the
hydration process [40,48]. Thermodynamic calculations are the main method used today
for the numerical modeling of limestone hydration.

5.1. The Thermodynamics of Hydration

Thermodynamic calculations can provide a reliable representation of the phase compo-
sition and the chemical composition of a system at a given temperature and pressure [116],
characterize the effect of the external environment on the phase composition of the cement
and hydration products, and determine the degree of cement hydration at the time of
interest [115]. Currently, the main software used includes 1⃝ GEMs, and the corresponding
databases include Cemdata07 [113,117], Cemdata14, and Cemdata18 [116]. 2⃝ PHREEQC
version 3 software, as a commonly used geochemical calculation software, can also be used
to calculate the thermodynamics of cement hydration [118,119], which mainly uses the
PHREEQC database with the HATCHES database [120].

GEM computational simulations support the computational simulation of many hy-
dration processes, including geopolymers, ordinary Portland cement [115], and Portland
cement [121]. Matschei [17] carried out thermodynamic calculations on the hydration
reaction system involving calcite and determined that calcite is involved in the system, as
shown in Figure 10. Initially, the formation conditions of Hc and Mc were derived. Based
on this study, some researchers have further investigated the specific generation conditions
and existence states of Hc and Mc using GEMs [116,119], which showed that the chemical
compositions of Hc and Mc are independent of the CaCO3 content [116] and that Hc and
Mc can be further converted to hydrogarnets [113].
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5.2. Hydration Kinetics

Blending limestone with other SCMs that are rich in aluminum and partially replacing
cement can result in significant performance gains due to the chemical effects of lime-
stone [122]. Further research was conducted to investigate its effect on hydration kinetics
and its role in ternary systems [30,40]. Kunther et al. [111,123] used 27Al MAS NMR and 29Si
MAS NMR to determine the products at different reaction ages based on GEMS. They opti-
mized the results of the thermodynamic tests and proposed to carry out the reaction kinetics
calculations of the components in the ternary system. These calculations can be used to
estimate the extent of the reaction, with the equations shown in Equations (4)–(6) [40,111].
Combining kinetic calculations with GEMs effectively improves the accuracy of thermody-
namic calculations, and experimental results fit well with simulation results [123]. Figure 11
shows the kinetic calculations for ternary systems, which typically focus on the generation
of hydration products at different reaction ages. Alite has the highest degree of hydration
and the fastest rate of increase in hydration for the same hydration age when metakaolin
(MK) and limestone (LS) masses are constant. Blite has a slower hydration reaction and
a low degree of hydration [111]. The degree of hydration and the rate of reaction of MK,
on the other hand, increased as the mass of LS increased, mainly because MK would react
with LS to promote hydration [88,111]. The results indicate that when there is a sufficient
alumina phase in the system, the hydration products are dominated by C-S-H gels. This is
because the later reaction between the biotite and limestone consumes part of CH [86].

Qi(t) = Qi0 + kiexp·(−ni/t) (4)

Qi0 = qi·α(t1) (5)

ki = qi·[α(tx)− α(t1)] (6)

where i is the reactant, Qi(t) and Qi0 are the reactants i at time t and at the start of the
reaction, respectively, ki is used to limit the possible dissolved mass during the reaction, ni
is the hydration rate parameter, qi is the initial dissolved amount, and α(tx) is the degree of
hydration at the end of the reaction.
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6. Application Trend of Limestone

Currently, limestone is more commonly blended with clay and cement and used as LC3
instead of cement [124]. The preparation process of LC3 has lower carbon emissions [125],
while the mechanical properties of LC3 are more excellent [126,127]. Furthermore, due to
the lower content of cement in LC3, less CH is produced by hydration, which makes the
durability performance of LC3 concrete better than that of cement concrete [126].

Theodore and colleagues demonstrated that the production cost of LC3 is approxi-
mately 10–20% lower than that of silicate cement, with the potential for further reduction if
industrial wastes are employed in lieu of clay [128]. Additionally, the exceptional durability
of LC3 will result in a reduction in the frequency of building repairs and lower maintenance
costs [90]. In addition to LP, the application of the CW as a microfiber can also reduce
the cost of multi-scale hybrid fiber concrete [92]. The CW is manufactured at a cost of
approximately USD 200 per ton [129], so the CW can partially replace the more expensive
PVA fiber with steel fiber, reducing costs [91]. Meanwhile, the inclusion of microfibers
can stop the growth of microcracks in concrete in a limited way and improve the flexural
properties of concrete [130]. In addition, the production cost of NC is lower compared to
other nanomaterials, while NC is compatible with cementitious materials [131]. Therefore,
NC is also a common choice when it comes to nano-enhancement [132]. However, nanoma-
terials need to be dispersed before they can exert a better reinforcing effect [79,97], and the
engineering practical application is less at present.

The current application of limestone in engineering practice is primarily for use as an
admixture to partially replace cement or as a component of LC3 [133,134]. Furthermore,
LC3 is now also used in the construction field in the initial application. The model house in
Jhansi, India, employs LC3 as a component of the cementitious material, utilizing 26.6 tons
of industrial waste, a process that reduces CO2 emissions by 15.5 tons. Additionally, in
India, LC3 is utilized in the construction of road pavements [135]. In Latin America, LC3 is
employed in a variety of settings, including buildings, offshore test sites, artistic sculptures,
and pavements. The LC3 House in Santa Clara, Cuba, is an example of a structure that
emits 30% less CO2 during production compared to conventional concrete [135].

7. Conclusions and Outlook
7.1. Conclusions

This review examines the impact of limestone with varying morphologies, crystal
types, and grain sizes on hydration reaction, products, and kinetics, as well as the factors
that influence them. From this analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The effects of limestone on the hydration reaction can be divided into two categories:
promotion through nucleation and chemical effects and delay through dilution. As
the dosage and particle size of limestone powder increase, the dilutive effect becomes
more pronounced. Calcium carbonate whiskers, due to their large size, primarily
have a dilutive effect on the hydration reaction. Nano-calcium carbonate promotes the
hydration reaction through nucleation and chemical effects due to its small particle
size. The differences between the three types of limestone mentioned are attributed
to variations in particle size and crystal type. Particle size affects the dilutive effect,
while crystal type has a greater impact on the nucleation effect.

(2) With regard to LP, its addition primarily served to enhance the filling and nucleation
effects, thereby facilitating the generation of C-S-H and improving the compressive
strength. In the case of the CW, its principal role was that of a microfiber, which
reduced the development of microcracks and improved the mechanical properties of
cementitious materials. As NC can play a more significant filling role in smaller pores,
it promotes the generation of C-S-H with CH and improves mechanical properties.

(3) Numerical simulations of hydration in multifaceted systems containing limestone
typically employ thermodynamics, such as GEMs, to predict and simulate the com-
position of hydration products at different ages. Empirical formulas are still mostly
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used for the kinetic calculation of the multivariate system, and the thermodynamic
fitting results are more accurate after incorporating the kinetic calculation.

(4) There are three primary mechanisms by which limestone affects cement hydration.
The first is the dilutive effect, which occurs when limestone is added to the mixture,
reducing the cement content in a particular region, increasing the space available
for the growth of hydration products, and promoting the hydration reaction and
product formation. (2) The nucleation effect has two main aspects: 1⃝ the attraction
of calcite to Ca2+ and 2⃝ the reduction in the supersaturation degree of the solution
required for C-S-H nucleation. Therefore, the promotional effect of aragonite on C-S-H
nucleation is much weaker than that of calcite. (3) The chemical effects of the reaction
between limestone and excessive C3A to produce Hc and Mc and to stabilize the
AFt produced by hydration, the main factor influencing the chemical effects was the
addition of limestone.

7.2. Outlook

The advent of contemporary technological innovations has led to a surge in the
availability of micro- and nano-limestone. In situ NC is effectively dispersed, while the
process utilizes CO2 emitted from cement production, thereby enhancing the sustainability
of the concrete preparation process. However, this approach is currently constrained to the
production of calcite, and the process itself limits further investigation into the impact of
nano-aragonite on the hydration reaction.

The main national standards and regulations for limestone cement set limits on the
amount of limestone that can be used. However, these standards do not address the
differences between different types of limestone in the application process, and future
recommendations should be tailored to the different types of limestone.
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